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Why Goodacre UK?
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Goodacre UK is a leading specialist business and
technology consultancy working exclusively with
regulated companies and suppliers in the Financial
Services sector.

@GoodacreUK

We provide services through our team of highly
qualified and experienced consultants and
subject matter experts. Our client base has grown
significantly since our inception in 1998 and
includes many
of the leading
market participants,
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Goodacre UK offers four types of service,
namely Management Consultancy, Training,
Recruitment and Event Management.
Companies looking to increase efficiency,
secure more business, improve compliance or
identify the best resources are assured that
Goodacre will deliver the solution.
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Management Consultancy
As a specialist management consulting firm, we help companies innovate, build, adapt and secure value.
Delivering this support requires skills, harnessing human resources, strategy, operations and
technology. Our focus is entirely within the financial services sector.
Our clients expect excellence of performance delivered on time and on budget. And that’s exactly
what we deliver.
We offer detailed information on all leading suppliers and accredit the best in the business. Similarly,
our intimate understanding of the Stockbroking market prompted the development and delivery of the
Wealth Management Guide.
We manage a wide variety of projects and a brief summary of previous assignments is featured on
this site.
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Training
Goodacre UK is an accredited training services provider for individuals working in the financial
services industry and those who offer services to regulated firms.
We work with many of the leading regulated organisations in the UK, Europe and the USA.
We are enthusiastic for you to succeed and our our pricing is highly competitive.

Training Services:
Training courses are offered on either a group (shared) basis or in-house at your company.
Training is delivered by tutors with significant industry experience, which they share in an
enthusiastic and friendly way. They are the very best in the business.
Courses cover a range of subjects of relevance to the investment industry; both Technical and Soft
Skills, with introductory sessions through to detailed learning programmes.
Bespoke training programmes are available.
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Recruitment
Experience counts for everything as far as the team at Goodacre UK is concerned. Making good use
of that experience is essential.
Our Recruitment Consultancy arm is not one that comes from a typical Recruitment Consultancy
background. It comes but from the financial services community itself and at levels where responsibility
for hiring people has been experienced at first hand.
We have many years of experience in the financial services markets. Our practices reflect our
commitment to providing a professional and helpful service.
Our clients can be confident that each individual candidate has been met and interviewed, They will
have been fully briefed on your business and the position that they are being shown and their details
will only be sent if both the individual and Goodacre UK believe that this is both appropriate and
entirely relevant.
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Event Management
We organise thought leadership conferences and seminars with speakers of the highest calibre in their field.
Goodacre has a wealth of experience in event planning and a choice of venues that will literally take your breath away.
Our Events division produces high end, bespoke events, conferences and seminars, launches,
awards and parties for the financial services industry.
We are specialists in this field, creating boutique functions through to large scale experiences for
companies, corporate agencies, leading brands and stock exchanges.
We always deliver the highest quality of event and when required, organise high profile hosts.
Our creative approach will deliver an event for your company which will be memorable for all of the right reasons.
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